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Product Description
Product information "Sensibo Sky Smart AC Controller (White)"Sensibo Sky is an innovative, intelligent device that revolutionises the way we interact with our air conditioning
systems. With its advanced features and intuitive controls, Sensibo Sky takes your air conditioning experience to a new level. Let's take a closer look at the features and benefits of
this remarkable device.Remote controlWith Sensibo Sky, you can control your air conditioner remotely from anywhere using your smartphone. With the Sensibo by phone app, you
can adjust the temperature, change the mode, set timers and much more, giving you complete control over your cooling system.Intelligent algorithmsSensibo Sky uses intelligent
algorithms to optimise the operation of your air conditioner. By analysing factors such as temperature, humidity, occupancy and weather conditions, Sensibo Sky ensures efficient
and effective cooling while minimising energy waste.Intelligent schedulingUse the scheduling function to programme your air conditioner according to your daily routine. Set different
temperature settings for each air conditioner for specific times of the day to ensure your home is comfortable when you need it and saves energy when you
don't.GeolocationSensibo Sky uses geolocation technology to detect and monitor your proximity to the house. The device can automatically set different temperature and humidity
settings based on your location to ensure a comfortable environment when you arrive and save energy when you are not at home.Energy monitoringGain insights into the energy
consumption of your air conditioners with Sensibo Sky's energy monitoring function. Track your air conditioner's energy consumption and make informed decisions to optimise
energy efficiency and reduce costs.Sensibo Sky is compatible with a wide range of air conditioners, making it a versatile choice for homeowners. It works with all popular makes and
models, including split systems, window units and portable air conditioners. Whether you have a new unit or an existing air conditioner, Sensibo Sky can be seamlessly integrated
into your system to enhance its functionality.Sensibo Sky is voice-controlled and integrates seamlessly into your smart home ecosystem. It supports integration with popular voice
assistants such as Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa. This integration allows you to control your air conditioner via voice commands, adding an extra layer of convenience and
hands-free remote control to your everyday life.The Sensibo app, available for both iOS and Android devices, provides a user-friendly interface to control and monitor your air
conditioner. The intuitive design of the app allows easy navigation and quick access to all Sensibo Sky functions and settings. Whether you're a tech enthusiast or new to smart
devices, the Sensibo app ensures a seamless and enjoyable user experience.Easy installation and setupSensibo Sky offers a range of advanced features and capabilities that
enhance your air conditioning experience. Its compatibility, seamless integration and user-friendly interface make it a smart choice for anyone who wants to improve comfort, save
energy and have more control over their cooling system. In the next section, we will explain the simple installation and set-up process of Sensibo Sky.Intelligent temperature
controlOne of the outstanding features of Sensibo Sky is its intelligent temperature control. With the Sensibo app, you can set schedules, timers and individual temperature
preferences to ensure your home is always the perfect temperature when you need it. Whether you want to cool down your home before you arrive or ensure a comfortable sleeping
environment, Sensibo Sky offers precise control over your air conditioning.Energy efficiency and cost savingsSensibo Sky offers more than just comfort; it also helps you save
energy and reduce costs. Its intelligent algorithms analyse factors such as room occupancy, weather conditions and usage patterns to optimise the operation of your air conditioning
unit. Sensibo Sky ensures that your air conditioner runs only when it needs to and at the most efficient settings, helping to minimise energy waste, save energy and reduce your
energy bills.Increased comfort and convenienceImagine entering a perfectly cooled house on a hot summer's day or being able to effortlessly control the temperature of your room
from your bed. With Sensibo Sky, these conveniences become a reality. Its ability to constantly monitor the temperature and adapt to changes in temperature and occupancy
ensures optimum comfort at all times. What's more, Sensibo Sky integrates seamlessly with voice assistants so you can control your air conditioner remotely with simple voice
commands, making it an indispensable part of your smart home ecosystem.Smart home integrationSensibo Sky supports the concept of the connected home by integrating with
popular smart home platforms such as Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa. This compatibility allows you to effortlessly integrate Sensibo Sky into your existing smart home
ecosystem. You can create custom routines, set up voice-activated commands or even control your air conditioner remotely via other smart devices, adding another layer of comfort
and control to your daily life.Features- Supported ACs & Heat Pumps: Any air conditioner or heat pump with a remote control. Including: mini-split, high-mount, window air
conditioners, portable and central air conditioners with a wireless remote. - Sensors: High precision temperature and humidity sensor, universal IR receiverConnectivity: WiFi 802.11
b/g/n @ 2.4GHz, DHCP or static IP addressing, SSL encryption- Power supply: 5V 1A micro USB adapter- Operating voltage: 110-240V- Humidity range: Range: 5% to 95% RH,
Sensitivity: ±5% RH- Temperature range: Operating: 0° to 55°C (32° to 130°F), Sensitivity: ±0.5°C (±1°F)- Dimensions (WxLxH): 3.23" x 2.17" x 0.67" (82mm x 55mm x 17mm)-
Apps: iOS, Android, HTML5- Voice Assistants & Integrations: Google Home, Amazon Alexa, Apple Siri, SmartThings, IFTTT, API - Automation: full AC control from anywhere
(including all modes, fan levels, swing, LED light, etc.), 7-day schedules & timers, Climate React, geofencingMounting Options: Double-sided tape (included), screw hole- Open API:
Yes- Colours: Storm grey or cloud white- Included in delivery: Sensibo Sky WiFi controller for air conditioners and heat pumps, mains adapter, double-sided adhesive
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